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To compare costs for operating pneu-

matic and electric control valves on 

water heaters, assume that each valve 

is repositioning 15% of the time and 

idle for the other 85%.  The pneumatic 

valve’s positive positioner (required for 

acceptable control accuracy and tight 

shutoff ) consumes up to 25 SCFM of 

compressed air while repositioning, and 

about ten percent of that while idle.  Us-

ing a (somewhat outdated) cost of just 

25 cents per 1000 Standard Cubic Feet 

of compressed air, it might cost $772.00 

per year to operate one pneumatic con-

trol valve on an existing compressed air 

distribution system.
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The Cost Savings 

Warren Controls’ compact AmurAct electrically operates 1/2” through 4” control valves quickly, 

reliably, accurately and with shutoff capability rivaling pneumatics. Works with multiple 

supply voltages and signals. Electronic fail-safe needs no operating force to maintain lockup 

against elevated water or steam pressures. Stainless steel construction is maintenance-free. 

Purchase price is competitive and operating costs are extremely low.



Lowering 

operating costs, 

reducing the 

carbon footprint 

and eliminating 

noise pollution 

are just a few 

ways designers, 

builders and 

users of 

“greener” systems 
can benefit from 

learning more 

about AmurAct.

Using the same air consumption provided by a 

small, dedicated air compressor might reduce 

yearly operating cost to $489.00, except when 

the air compressor needs to be purchased, re-

paired or replaced.  In those years the cost might 

be several times this amount.

Operating an AmurAct electric control valve, at 

the same energy cost per kilowatt-hour, costs 

less than $4.00 per year.

From this simple comparison, it is apparent that 

the cost of “powering” a pneumatic control valve 

might be more than 100 times the cost of oper-

ating an AmurAct electric control valve; and one 

should not overlook the additional savings pro-

vided by the high sensitivity and accuracy of the 

associated electronic temperature controller. 

A building operating 200 isolated water heaters 

might save $100,000 each year in electric util-

ity bills. Electric control valves having the speed, 

power, fail-safe and other desirable features of 

pneumatic control valves may be priced margin-

ally higher, but initial cost is a one-time expense.  

The energy cost saving reappears each time a re-

duced utility bill is paid; and the cost savings are 

not limited to new installations. Electric control 

valves quickly and easily replace self-contained 

regulators or pneumatic control valves in exist-

ing installations.
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